A. Conclusion

Based on the research that has been conducted, it may be conclude that:

1. District electoral system may improve the quality of the candidate as shown by the research on United States and Malaysia. Indonesia had been conducted the concurrent election in the 2019 and the concurrent election creates a coattail effect, where the electability of presidential candidates will influence the electability of legislative candidates. Voters tend to choose political parties or coalitions of political parties that nominate their chosen president. The Proportional system with Saint-lague variant in a concurrent election shows some problems.

2. The district electoral system in legislative election is applicable in Indonesia with some conditions and adjustment. The method of re-districting using equal apportionment rather than proportional will suites Indonesia better. As Indonesia using the multiparty system, the coalition shall be taken form into two big coalition in order to goes in accordance with presidentialism and take place before the election phase. This aimed to make a steady coalition that based on peoples interest and the legislative candidate shall proposed by the coalition not from individual party.
B. Recommendation

After getting conclusions from the research of this description, the following suggestions or inputs recommended by the author:

1. The House of Representative shall change the Proportional system to Mixed member Majoritarian or in another words District system. The changes shall not directly limit the number of political party but the system itself who will do the work. The balloting and constituency making shall use the equal apportionment rather than proportional system, so that the votes shall not go to waste and it opens the more just opportunity to all political party and or individual who will participate. The coalition of political party shall conducted before the election phase and the coalition shall propose the candidate. The candidate of legislative does not came from individual party but the coalition. The concurrent election shall have an interval time between president and legislative election, so that the legislative-threshold be well maintain and logistic are fully prepared. In the end, the House of Representatives shall amend the organic law of election